
Product information

If you love travelling off-road, then you love the great outdoors. To help equip you for everything from a picnic at the 

park to a lap of Australia with a van in tow, TJM is proud to announce a new set of outdoor products. This includes a 

range of tried-and-tested straw hats and bucket hats to keep you cool under the Aussie sun, while our all-new travel 

tumbler and bottle are the ultimate travel companion on the road, at camp and everywhere in between.

TAKE THE LEAD.
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TJM OUTDOORS SUMMER COLLECTION   
TJM STRAW HAT, TJM BUCKET HAT, TJM TRAVEL BOTTLE, TJM TRAVEL TUMBLER 



TJM Bucket Hat  
PN. 625BHATSM, 625BHATLXL

Slap on a TJM Bucket Hat to protect yourself from the sun. Made from 
100% cotton and sporting the TJM logo on the front and Take The Lead 
on the back, each TJM Bucket Hat is built to outlast every adventure.  

TJM Travel Tumbler   
PN. 625TRAVTUM

Hit the road with a drink in hand thanks to the TJM Travel Tumbler. 
Crafted from double-walled 304 stainless steel that can keep what’s inside 
warm for 6 hours and cold for 12, the TJM Travel Tumbler has a 550mL 
capacity and spill-proof capped lid (with in-built straw opening). So, 
whether you are looking for a hearty camping cup for those early morning 
coffees or a way to keep cool on long summer days, the TJM Travel 
Tumbler is the perfect travel buddy for your hot and cold drinks. 

TJM Straw Hat  
PN. 625STRAWHATSM, 625STRAWHATLXL

Stay cool and sun safe in the great outdoors with a TJM Straw Hat. 
Sporting a wide brim for added UV protection, the TJM Straw Hat is made 
from 100% straw and is available in two sizes. Meanwhile, its cotton 
cord and elastic inner make it even easier to keep yourself shaded and 
comfortable. The TJM Straw hat is the perfect hat for fishing, days at the 
beach, camping in the wilderness, weekend yardwork and more. 

TJM Travel Bottle   
PN. 625TRAVBOT

Keep your favourite drinks hot or cold for hours with the TJM Travel 
Bottle. Boasting exceptional insulation and clever one-touch temperature 
read-outs on what’s inside, it’s the perfect travel companion for every 
season. The TJM Travel Bottle has a 500mL capacity and can keep 
what’s inside warm for up to 8 hours or cold for up to 12, while its 
durable 304 stainless steel construction makes the TJM Travel Bottle ready 
for adventure. 
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